
Underline the names that need a capital letter. Write the sentences over using the correct 
capitalization. Use capital letters for the first names, middle names, and last names of people.  

1. juan’s mother brought juan to the toy store. 

 

 

2. sara, laura, and joe took turns on the swings. 

 

 

3. mr. lee was the new coach for jose’s team. 

 

  

The names of people always begin with a capital letter. First names begin with a capital 
letter. Last names begin with a capital letter. People often have a middle name. Middle 
names begin with a capital letter, too. 

Example: Steven Jay Brown (Jay is the middle name.) 

       Katie Lee Perez (Lee is the middle name.)
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4. terry’s mother, mrs. joni white, rode the bus with terry. 

5. I am named after my father, robert john peters. 

 

Use your full name (first, middle and last) in a sentence. Don’t’ forget to use capital letters for 
the names.  If you don’t have a middle name use your first and last name. 
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Circle the words that should start with a capital letter. Write them on the blanks. The number 
after the sentence tells you how many more words should be capitalized. 

1. mr. and mrs. Wood are my parents’ friends. (2) 

2. My second grade teacher’s name is miss O’Day. (1) 

  

Some titles begin with a capital letter if the title is used before a name. These include: 

Mr., Mrs., Miss, Dr., Aunt, Uncle, Cousin, Grandma, Grandpa, King, Queen, and President. 

If the words mister, misses, doctor, king, queen and president don’t have a name after the 
title, it is usually not capitalized. 

Example:  I will see the doctor today. 

  The king ruled the country. 

  The president will vote. 

However, if you use the words Grandma and Grandpa as a name, then the words are 
capitalized. (Hint: If “my” comes before the title, the word is not capitalized.) 

Example:  Grandma is coming.  My grandma is coming.  

Also, if the title belongs to something, then it is capitalized. 

Example: The King of Jordan helped. The king helped.  
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3. I went to see doctor Smith at the hospital. (1) 

4. My aunt and uncle Harry are on the plane. (1) 

 

5. grandma brought cousin Hal to the game. (2) 

 

6. The king and queen of England had a party. (2) 

 

7. president Lincoln was a great president. (1) 
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What names should start with a capital letter? Circle the specific places. Write them on the 
blank. 

1. The book store was on river road in atlanta, georgia. 

2. Turn at the stop light onto high street and then parkwood avenue. 

 

 

3. California in the united states has warm weather. 

  

The names of a specific places are capitalized. These include the name for a street like 
avenue, road, boulevard, and terrace. These also include the name for a city, town, state, 
country, continent, park, school, library, and other places. 

Example: Elmer Street, Miami, Canada, North America, Lake Park, and Wilson Library.  

If it is not specific, don’t use a capital letter. Example: street, state, and country. 
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4. The central park zoo has a bird display. 

5. I wanted to check out a book from the new york city library. 

6. The martin luther king school is on clay avenue. 

Answer the question.  What is the address of your friend’s house?  
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Write one specific place for each category. Begin each specific place with a capital letter. Don’t 
use the examples from the box above.  

Street      State 

Country      Continent 

Ocean Park

The names of specific places begin with a capital letter.  

Examples: Statue of Liberty, the White House, Lincoln Zoo, and Central Park 

If it is not specific, don’t use a capital letter. Examples:  statue, house, zoo, and park. 
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Library     Museum 

Zoo      Store 

River     City 
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